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Common Errors 

 

Read through the sentences below and correct the single spelling, grammar or punctuation error in 

each one. These errors often appear in students’ work.  

 

1)  They like football alot. 
 

2)  John is he’s friend. 
 

3)  The pea’s were delicious. 
 

4)  “Be quite,” said the teacher. 
 

5)  I live just passed the supermarket. 
 

6)  Whose that woman over there? 
 

7)  We never go nowhere in winter. 
 

8)  Lucy said she seen the thieves running away. 
 

9)  They cooked the meal theirselves. 
 

10)    Do you like swimming. 
 

11)    The cat licked it’s lips. 
 

12)    Tim writes very quick. 
 

13)    I would of made you a cup of tea if you’d asked. 
 

14)    Its been a long day. 
 

15)    Where are the instructions what came with it? 
 

16)    I done my first aid training at a local community centre. 
 

17)    Whatever you do, don’t loose your passport today. 
 

18)    Giles looked up at a aeroplane. 
 

19)    My favourite music is rock n roll. 
 

20)    Two halfs make a whole. 
 

21)    Your going to hurt yourself if you keep doing that. 
 

22)    We went to a café where they serve really nice breakfast’s. 
 

23)    Then he shouted at the top of his voice: “I’m the king of the world.”
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Capital Letters, Full Stops & Commas 

 

Read through the short story below. It is missing a) beginning-of-sentence capital letters, b) capital 

letters for the ‘I’ pronoun, c) full stops, and d) commas. Add these to the piece and then write it out 

neatly and accurately on lined paper. 

 

when we reached the cinema we found it was awfully busy the queue to buy tickets ran out of the 

entrance and all the way round the building thankfully we had bought our tickets online the 

website let us print them at home which meant we didn’t have to queue at all we went straight 

through to the screen and sat down in the comfortable chairs i was so relaxed i almost fell asleep 

during the trailers  

 

when the film started i was annoyed at the number of people crunching popcorn and slurping 

fizzy drinks they were quite noisy and didn’t seem very interested in the film perhaps i was jealous 

because i was actually very hungry the film was excellent though and it soon took my mind off my 

appetite it was about a man who gets struck by lightning and then discovers he can communicate 

with plants and animals he has many strange and funny experiences my favourite part is when he 

finds out what his pet cat really thinks of him the ending was quite unexpected but extremely 

clever 

 

by the time the film was over we were all very hungry we had dinner in a fantastic restaurant a 

few streets away from the cinema to begin with i shared a prawn salad with my dad for my main 

course i had steak and chips with chestnut mushrooms and a dollop of mustard for dessert i had 

lemon cheesecake and a cup of coffee we don’t normally eat out so it was a real treat for me 

afterwards we went for a walk around town to help digest our food then we drove home and i 

went straight to bed 
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Understanding Commas 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

NOTE: The tasks on this page are to be discussed and completed with your teacher and as a class. There is space 
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Rule 1: Don’t use a comma at the end of a sentence (i.e. a complete statement). 
 

Rule 2: A comma is not just a pause or a ‘breath’.  
 

Rule 3:  Commas should only be used within sentences to separate the main part(s) from the additional part(s) 
– to put it simply! 

Task A 
 

Add commas to the following sentences. The number required is given in brackets. 
 

1) The waves were strong and fierce crashing into the rocks. (1) 
 

2) Shortly after the race Shaun met with his fans. (1) 
 

3) I really like the shirts in Next but they never have my size. (1) 
 

4) I visited my uncle in Manchester a city in the north of England last summer. (2) 
 

5) She had blonde hair and red lipstick and wore a leather jacket from the 80s. (1) 
 

6) You work at the local hospital don’t you? (1) 
 

7) Similarly Ikuo found the book very thought-provoking. (1) 
 

8) No you can’t finish your sandwich in class. (1) 

 

Task B: Correcting Comma-Splices 
 

The commas in the sentences below are examples of comma-splicing. Correct each one with the appropriate 

punctuation (or connective). 
 

1) We had a lovely day, we visited the Science Museum and the London Eye. 
 

2) I always find writing essays difficult, I usually leave them to the last minute. 
 

3) There are plenty of vegetables still left in the fridge, we could have them in a stir-fry. 
 

4) My name is Jill, I live in Northampton. 
 

5) The journey normally takes two hours, however it could be longer if the traffic is bad.  
 

6) Alessandro has left his phone on the bus, what an idiot! 
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Commas (Part 1)

 

Add one comma to each of the following sentences. 

 

1) I used to enjoy cycling to work but now I find it too dangerous. 

 

2) If you thought the last film was bad you certainly won't like the new one. 

 

3) These free tickets came from Hannah the friend of mine who works at the theatre. 

 

4) I always believed in Santa even when my mum told me he isn’t real. 

 

5) Noticing that it was about to rain Sarah went back for her umbrella.                    

 

6) Our house is on Southport Road not far from Croydon. 

 

7) While Naseem popped out to the shop for milk his friends and family gathered in the front room for his 

surprise birthday party. 

 

8) My dad takes me to school on Mondays but the rest of the week I walk. 

 

9)   Before you put the food on the barbeque make sure it's hot enough. 

 

10)   Tony sped through the city on his Ducati 998 barely missing the other vehicles in his path.  

 

11)   Nick showed his ID to the bouncer who looked at him suspiciously. 

 

12)   She threw the photo into the river never to look at it again. 

 

13)   Even though the broccoli was covered in a thick sauce Lorna refused to eat it. 

 

14)   I can’t stand beetroot but I love carrots. 

 

15)   Unless Christine finishes her homework she won't be allowed to go to the beach on Saturday. 

 

16)   That’s David Price the greatest arm wrestler of all time. 

 

17)   Despite feeling very ill Nina still attended her graduation ceremony. 

 

18)   He had scruffy hair and dirty jeans but played the guitar like a god.  

 

19)   It was a very wet and windy day and I got soaked on my way home from work. 

 

20)   Sabra loves to sing and dance and always appears in school performances. 
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Commas (Part 2)

 

Add commas to each of the following sentences. The number of commas required is given in brackets. 

 

1) Daniel's cat an old ginger tom sleeps on the sofa all day. (2) 

 

2) I went to visit my uncle in Manchester a city in the north of England last summer. (2) 
 

3) Our village pub The Queen's Head has won an award for its food. (2) 
 

4) Mrs Smith a local resident who has done so much for the community over the last ten years sadly passed away 

last night. (2) 

 

5) Last year we went on holiday to Mauritius an island country in the Indian Ocean for our 50th wedding 

anniversary. (2) 
 

6) The twins Claire and Louise are hard to tell apart. (2) 
 

7) The Day of the Triffids a popular science fiction novel was written by John Wyndham and published in 1951. (2) 
 

8) At the end of the month on either the 29th or 30th your statement will be sent to your home address. (2) 
 

9) My sister who has three children and two dogs still manages to visit the gym twice a week. (2) 
 

10)   The Democratic Republic of the Congo also known as DR Congo is a large country in Central Africa. (2) 

 

11)   My cousin the biggest show-off ever is performing in a pantomime this winter. (2) 

 

12)   Peter and Lisa who first met each other whilst travelling in Peru are getting married at the weekend. (2) 
 

13)    I glanced out of the window and noticed a brand new Mercedes light blue with alloy wheels parked outside 

my house. (2) 
 

14)   Our dog Treacle hates our cat Rory. (3) 
 

15)   Due to the spread of volcanic ash from Iceland your flight to New York has unfortunately been cancelled. (3) 
 

16)   While Bailey slept on the sofa Samson the family dog chewed one of the legs of the coffee table. (3) 

 

17)   The textbook from Amazon has at last arrived though I’m not sure it’s the right one. (3) 
 

18)   My niece Sharon who plays hockey for Northamptonshire is coming over for dinner on Friday. (3) 

 

19)   This summer probably in July and August I'll be working in a bar The Bella Casa in the south of Spain. (4) 
 

20)    If after today’s presentation you’d like to apply for the course please fill out this form and give it to our faculty 

administrator Gayle who’s based in the Humanities office. (5) 
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Commas (Part 3)

 

Read through the short story below, adding commas as you go along. The number of commas 

required in each paragraph is given in brackets. You do not need to add anything else. 

 

I remember that evening well. It was a warm summer’s night in Westdon a small town not far 

from the south coast. I took the long route to Joe’s house eager to catch the sunset from Brackle’s 

Hill. (2) 

 

On my way I stopped off at Mr Brentworth’s grocery shop minutes before it was due to close. I 

bought a thick slice of cheese some Italian ham a packet of crackers and a bottle of wine. Then I 

made my way along the high street crossed the River Eris and began to climb the hill. (5) 

 

Eventually I reached the top short of breath and sweating all over. The sun began to set filling the 

sky with extraordinary colours. A flock of birds grey with red beaks darted through the air. I 

paused for thought amazed by the dramatic picture stretched out before me. It seemed like a 

perfect photo opportunity but then I realised I’d forgotten my camera! (6) 

 

I stayed on the hill for a while thinking about my life back home. It was good to be away far from 

all the busyness of the last few months. As night began to fall I continued my journey to Joe’s 

careful not to trip over on the stony path that led to his house. It was getting late but I took my 

time and enjoyed the twilight. (5) 

 

Finally after an hour or so I arrived at Joe’s house and rang the bell. The door swung open and 

there he was smiling and cheering with open arms. He welcomed me in took my bag and my 

jacket and showed me into the living room. It had been three years since I last saw him even 

though we only live thirty miles from each other. (6) 
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Commas (Part 4)

 

Read through the extracts below, adding commas as you go along. The number of commas 

required in each paragraph is given in brackets. You do not need to add anything else. 

 

Extract A 

 

I used to be the best athlete in my school but then I injured my ankle and had to take things 

easier. I won gold silver and bronze medals for running long jump boxing and gymnastics. I was 

hoping to be a professional boxer even though my parents didn’t like the idea. Although they 

were worried when I hurt myself they were pleased I couldn’t box anymore! Mandy my older 

sister is the best swimmer in our school. Sometimes after two or three hours of training she falls 

asleep by the pool. People say that when she does the front crawl she’s like a dolphin slicing 

through the water. I’m almost certain she’ll join the Olympic Team one day but we’ll have to wait 

and see. (13) 

 

Extract B 

 

In 1957 Ford produced the car of the decade: the Edsel. Half of the models sold proved to be 

spectacularly defective. If lucky the proud owner of an Edsel could enjoy any or all of the following 

features: doors that wouldn't close bonnets and boots that wouldn't open batteries that went 

dead horns that stuck hubcaps that dropped off paint that peeled transmissions that seized up 

brakes that failed and push buttons that couldn't be pushed even with three people trying. In a 

stroke of marketing genius the Edsel one of the largest and most lavish cars ever built coincided 

with rising public interest in economy cars. As Time magazine reported: "It was a classic case of 

the wrong car for the wrong market at the wrong time." Never popular to begin with the Edsel 

quickly became a national joke. One business writer at the time likened the car's sales graph to an 

extremely dangerous ski slope. He added that so far as he knew there was only one case of an 

Edsel ever being stolen. (16) 
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Omissive Apostrophes (Part 1)
 
Omissive apostrophes are used in contractions (shortened words or phrases) to show where letters have been 

missed out. For example, cannot becomes can’t.  

  
 
Task A     
 
Write out the long forms of the contractions below. 

 
1) isn’t  ____________________ 

 
2) won’t  ____________________ 

 
3) mustn’t ____________________ 

 
4) weren’t ____________________ 

 
5) haven’t  ____________________ 

 
6) I’ve  ____________________ 

 
7) let’s  ____________________ 

 
8) we’ve  ____________________ 

 
9) daren’t  ____________________ 

 
10)    I’m  ____________________ 

11)   there’s (1) ____________________ 
 

12)   there’s (2) ____________________ 
 

13)   it’s (1)  ____________________ 
 

14)   it’s (2)            ____________________ 
 

15)   you’re            ____________________ 
 

16)   I’d (1 & 2) ____________________ 
 

17)   wasn’t ____________________ 
 

18)   couldn’t ____________________ 
 

19)   I’ll  ____________________ 
 

20)   we’ll  ____________________ 
 

 
Task B     
 
Add omissive apostrophes to the sentences below. The number required in each one is given in brackets. 
 

1) Its raining, so youd better take an umbrella if youre going shopping. (3) 
 

2) I dont want to go out now its wet. I cant stand this sort of weather. (3) 
 

3) Mary told me youve been to the cinema. You shouldve asked me. Id have gone as well. (3) 
 

4) Weve seen that film before. Its very good though. (2) 
 

5) Timll be round for a cup of tea in a moment. Hell be annoyed that you didnt invite him too. (3) 
 

6) He said his sisters being selfish and wont let him use the car. (2) 
 

7) Their cars very old though. Itll probably break down while shes driving it. (3) 
 

8) Anyway, take this umbrella with you to the shops. Ill cook dinner when youre back. Can you get me some of 

those mint chocolate biscuits from Marks & Spencer? I havent tried those ones yet. (3) 
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Omissive Apostrophes (Part 2): It’s & Its
 
It’s is a contraction of ‘it is’ or ‘it has’. For example: 

 

It’s a lovely car. It’s only done 30,000 miles. 

 

(It is a lovely car. It has only done 30,000 miles.) 

 

Its (without the apostrophe) is used when something belongs to an ‘it’. 

 

Its engine is very powerful. 

 

In this example, the ‘it’ is a car whose engine is very powerful. 

 

Your Task    

 

Add it’s or its to each sentence below. 

 

1) _______ a lovely day for a walk. 
 

2) If _______ bothering you that much, you should report what happened. 
 

3) Our school is well-known for _______ excellent sports programme. 
 

4) The choir I belong to is very proud of _______ achievements. 
 

5) My dog chewed on _______ bone for hours. 
 

6) My cat always knows when _______ time for lunch. 
 

7) _______ been a long winter, but now _______ almost spring. 
 

8) _______ time you finished your homework and had a shower.  
 

9) The dog closed the door with _______ tail. 
 

10)    This bunker can withstand a nuclear blast. _______ walls are 12 inches thick. 
 

11)    _______ is a contraction of ‘it is’ or ‘it has’. 
 

12)    The dodo is an extinct bird that was known for _______ inability to fly. 
 

13)    Hooray! _______ party time! 
 

14)    Paris is famous for _______ museums and art galleries. 
 

15)    _______ been five years since the couple got married.  
 

16)    My computer won’t work because _______ corrupted by a virus. 
 

17)    My computer won’t work because _______ hard drive is corrupted. 
 

18)    I don’t mind; _______ your choice. We can stay in or go out. 
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Omissive Apostrophes (Part 3)

 

Add omissive apostrophes where needed in the extract below. The number required in each 

paragraph is given in brackets. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

            
 

Next Tuesday Im going to my grandmother’s 90th birthday celebration. I havent seen her 

for a year now because Ive been travelling around the world, so itll be nice to see her again 

and show her all the photos Ive taken. (5) 

 

I dont really know what to buy her as a present; Ill have to ask my sister for some ideas. I 

know shes interested in plant life, but Im sure she doesnt need another book about that. 

Weve always bought her books, so maybe shed appreciate something different this time 

round. Shes told us we mustnt make too much fuss of her on the big day. (9) 

 

I remember her 80th birthday when we threw a surprise party. She was more shocked than 

delighted, but it wasnt my idea, thankfully. We wont be doing that again! She isnt so keen 

on those kinds of surprises. I cant believe Dad insisted on the idea! We werent very pleased 

with ourselves after that! (5) 
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Understanding Possessive Apostrophes

 

NOTE: This task is to be discussed and completed with your teacher and as a class. There is 

space at the bottom of the page to make notes if you want to. 

 

Add one possessive apostrophe to each sentence below. The details in brackets will help you. 

 

1) The cats food is in the kitchen.    (The food belonging to one cat.) 
 

2) The cats food is in the kitchen.    (The food belonging to more than one cat.) 
 

3) This is Peters hat.     (The hat belonging to Peter.) 
 

4) This is James hat.     (The hat belonging to James.) 
 

5) This is Sophocles hat.    (The hat belonging to Sophocles.) 
 

6) My parents house is in Scotland.   (The house belonging to my parents, i.e. two people.) 

 

7) The mens day out was a success.   (The day out belonging to more than one man.) 

 

8) The nurses pay rise made them happy.  (The pay rise belonging to more than one nurse.) 

 

9) The ladys book club was a success.  (The book club belonging to one lady.) 
 

10) The ladies book club was a success.  (The book club belonging to more than one lady.) 
 

11) My boss meeting is cancelled.    (The meeting belonging to one boss.) 

 

12) My bosses meeting is cancelled.   (The meeting belonging to – and shared by – more than one boss.) 
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Possessive Apostrophes (Part 1)

 

Add one possessive apostrophe to each sentence below. 

 

1) This is Sallys book. 
 

2) Mr Jones garden was full of ants. 
 

3) The cricket players head was badly bruised when hit by the ball. 
 

4) The doctors conference was held in Coventry. 
 

5) Cristiano Ronaldos goals are always impressive. 
 

6) The defendants alibi was unconvincing, especially in light of his criminal record. 
 

7) Many books have been written about Jesus miracles. 
 

8) These are Michaels shoes. 
 

9) Workers rights are continually being ignored. 
 

10) There were often fights in Chris street. 
 

11) The Peoples Party won another election. 
 

12) The students confidence was boosted by their excellent exam results. 
 

13) Shelly was intimidated by the dogs aggressive behaviour. 
 

14) Mrs Moss favourite type of tea is Earl Grey. 
 

15) Can you tell me which is Tims shirt and which is Lewis?  (This one requires two!) 

 

16) When the soldiers base was destroyed, they had to survive in the wild without weapons or 

provisions. 
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Possessive Apostrophes (Part 2)

 

Add eight possessive apostrophes to the extract below.  

 

Saturdays treat was a trip to the zoo. When we got there, we made our way to the lions enclosure and 

saw the king of the pride. A lion cubs paw was stung by a bee and had to be treated by a zookeeper. 

Afterwards we watched the penguins feeding time, which was both funny and chaotic. Of all the animals 

we saw, my sisters favourites were the zebras because she loves horses. My two younger brothers 

favourite was the vampire bat. There is only one left at the zoo and its face is really ugly and menacing. 

My mums favourite creatures were the meerkats because she thought they were “cute”. In three weeks 

time, she and Dad are taking me to the circus. 

 
Possessive Apostrophes (Part 3) 

 

Add possessive apostrophes to the sentences below. The number required in each one is given in brackets. 

 

1) The farmers field was full of weeds and he couldn’t grow any crops. (1) 
 

2) This is Theresas drink, not Lynns. (2) 
 

3) A daisys petals open in the sunlight. (1) 
 

4) My familys heirlooms have been stolen. (1) 
 

5) Our families heirlooms have been stolen. (1)  
 

6) Sue used to own a bakery and would take the shops takings to the bank every evening. (1) 
 

7) Thomas day was ruined when he had to visit the hospitals A&E department. (2) 
 

8) The teams captain was sent off for arguing with the referee. (1) 
 

9) The teams captains shook hands before the game began. (1) 
 

10)    It was so cold that my cars windscreen froze over. (1) 
 

11)    Our cleaners name is Candice. (1) 
 

12)    My friends necklace cost hundreds of pounds. (1) 
 

13)    My friends cat ate their goldfish. (1) 
 

14)    My grandma always warned me against old wives tales. (1) 
 

15)    I’ve got two weeks paid leave from work. (1) 
 

16)    I’ve bought three months worth of disposable contact lenses. (1) 
 

17)    Jess parents house is in Derby. (2) 
 

18)    These tomatoes use-by-date was yesterday. (1) 
 

19)    The mens expedition across Australias Great Victoria Desert raised £1000 for a local childrens          

charity. (3) 
 

20)    The ladies fashion show raised £500 for a local hospice. (1) 
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Possessive Apostrophes (Part 4)

 

Add possessive apostrophes to the extract below. The number required in each paragraph is given in 

brackets. 

 

Mrs Bartlett is one of the towns most intriguing characters. She has lived in the large house on Pine 

Street for over fifty years, ten of those alone. She used to be a very social person, but her husbands 

death affected her so deeply that she more or less became a recluse. Her lifes ambition was to be a 

successful author, but it is rumoured that her stories unusual topics were deemed too controversial 

for her writing to be published. Nowadays she only leaves the house to attend meetings of the local 

librarys reading club, which gathers once a month. She is everyones favourite bookworm as she is 

incredibly knowledgeable about literature. (6) 

 

Mrs B (as we call her) is also well-known for her dog, Sam, who normally stands guard in her front 

garden, ready to tear the postmans trousers off. Sams aggressive behaviour has been a problem ever 

since Mrs B bought him three years ago. This little Jack Russell has a temperament equal to a bull 

sharks and a wild boars combined. Occasionally he manages to jump over the garden fence to cause 

havoc on other peoples property. He is incredibly mischievous and often gets into neighbours houses 

where he hunts down other pets and threatens anyone who stands in his way. (6) 

 

Apart from Mrs Bartlett, the only person who Sam will obey is Mrs Bs gardener, Gerald. Gerald has 

over forty years worth of gardening experience and belongs to the prestigious National Landscape 

Gardeners Association. He is a large, strong man of few words. However, his voices gentle quality 

somehow pacifies Sam and the little mutts behaviour completely changes when he speaks. For 

example, Sam once escaped to the local park where he entered the childrens play area and devoured 

someones picnic. The little boys and girls reaction to him was one of horror and they quickly 

scrambled up the nearby climbing frames. Thankfully Gerald was at Mrs Bs that day and followed Sam 

to the park. As soon as he called Sams name, the disobedient creature suddenly looked terrified and 

whimpered in submission to the gardeners calm, authoritative manner. (12) 
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Possessive Apostrophes (Part 5)

 

Add possessive apostrophes to the sentences below. The number required in each one is given in 

brackets. 

 

1) The mouses tail got caught in a trap. (1) 
 

2) My cat broke into the mices cage. (1) 
 

3) When my dog discovered a hornets nest, the nasty wasp-like creatures tried to sting him. (1) 
 

4) Someones shoes have been left outside in the rain. (1) 
 

5) The lessons activities challenged the students. (1) 
 

6) The first activitys questions challenged the students. (1) 
 

7) The second and third activities questions were even harder. (1) 
 

8) Vinnies learning was affected by his classmates disruptive behaviour. (2) 
 

9) Francis knowledge of the 1970s political climate is very poor. (2) 
 

10)    Giles understanding of the 1984 miners strike was improved by his lecturers presentation. (3) 
 

11)    These curtains colour has faded in the sun. (1) 
 

12)    James Brown was one of the 60s most popular singers. (1) 
 

13)    Is this Martins or Ellis bag? (2) 
 

14)    The babies play group takes place every Wednesday morning. (1) 
 

15)    This is Nancys coat, not Joans. (2) 
 

16)    Ancient coins and pottery can be found in most museums displays. (1) 
 

17)    The sisters faces were similar, but their hair was different. (1) 
 

18)    Chloe and Arthurs wedding is next week. (1) 
 

19)    They’re getting married in St. Sebastians Church, Taunton. (1) 
 

20)    The soldiers boots were caked in mud after his trek through the mountains. (1) 
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Possessive Apostrophes (Part 6)

 

Add possessive apostrophes to the extracts below. The number required in each paragraph is given in brackets. 

 

Some exciting events took place in San Franciscos past for which our taste buds 

should be thankful. Few people realise that chop suey is not one of Chinas creations, 

but originated in San Francisco in 1878. Also, every Americans favourite ending to a 

Chinese meal – the fortune cookie – was invented in Golden Gate Park. This cookie 

was originally created at the Japanese Tea Garden, but some of Chinatowns 

restaurants adopted it around the turn of the century. On my parents first date, they 

visited one of these restaurants. The message inside my mothers cookie read: “You 

will hear cow bells and church bells.” This wasn’t as strange as it might seem: my father was a cattle farmer and a 

devoted member of Californias Farmers Guild, and he and my mother fell madly in love and married within three 

months. (8)  

 

Another sweet food that is popular today made its first appearance at the citys old Playland-at-the-Beach in 1928: the 

‘It’s-It’. This is a scoop of ice cream sandwiched between two biscuits, dipped in chocolate and then frozen. The It’s-It 

has become such a hit that it is now available in the nations best supermarkets. A few years earlier – in 1923 – one of 

the Palace Hotels best chefs invented a salad dressing now known as ‘green goddess’ dressing. My two closest friends 

consumption of this sauce knows no bounds! (4) 

 

It is interesting that the British queen, Elizabeth II, first ate in an American restaurant 

during Her Majestys visit to San Francisco in 1983. She probably had a meal that was 

very San Franciscan: chop suey poured over Rice-A-Roni, topped with green goddess 

salad dressing. Most likely, the dessert that followed was ice cream placed between two 

fortune cookies! It is rumoured that, back in the UK, she is very fond of chicken tikka 

masala, which was supposedly invented in Glasgow in the 1970s. Britons love of it 

remains strong to this day and many consider it a national dish. (2) 

 
Apostrophes: Omissive & Possessive 

 

Add both omissive and possessive apostrophes to the extract below. The number required in each paragraph is given in 

brackets. 

 

The former tennis champion Steffi Graf has again made it clear that she doesnt want to retire and is determined to 

return to the top of the womens game this season. For the last two weeks, shes been training in Florida with other 

tennis stars for a tournament in France next month. Theres talk that some of her rivals think shes too old, but Steffi has 

responded by saying: “Ive never been deterred by other players opinions.” (7) 

 

Shed lost more than a stone when we interviewed her recently. She said she doesnt see defeat as an option, even at this 

stage in her career. Her fans support has always meant a lot to her and she believes that this will galvanise her enough 

to win the tournament, although shell have to work hard against her younger 

opponents energy and ambition. (5) 

 

Furthermore, theres been a huge buzz about Steffis new racket, made by Wilson, her 

sponsor. Its one of the most expensive rackets ever, made from high-grade, NASA-

approved titanium. Tests show that its synthetic strings are the most durable yet. Its 

thought that Steffis new ‘weapon’ will improve her chances of success in France. (5) 
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Inverted Commas

 

Inverted commas can be single (‘x’) or double (“x”). They are also known as quotation marks or speech marks. 

They are mainly used in the following cases: 

 

1) To mark the beginning and end of direct speech (i.e. a speaker’s words written down exactly as they were 

spoken): 

 
 ‘That,’ he said, ‘is nonsense.’ 

 

 ‘What time will he arrive?’ she asked. 

 
2) To highlight a word or phrase that’s being discussed, or that’s being directly quoted from somewhere else: 

 
 He called this phenomenon ‘the memory of water’. 

 

 What does ‘integrated circuit’ mean? 

 
 3)  To draw attention to an unusual, ironic, euphemistic or arguably inaccurate use: 

 
 The correct term is ‘sesquipedalian’, apparently. 

 

 Thank you for that ‘helpful’ advice. 

 

 His ‘car’ was barely road-worthy.  

 

 This ‘love’ of hers seems very aloof to me.  

 
Single or double? 

  

There is no rule about which to use, but you should stick to one or the other throughout a piece of writing. 

Single inverted commas are generally more common in British English while American English tends to prefer 

double ones. 

  

If you find that you need to enclose quoted material within direct speech or another quotation, use the style 

you haven’t used already. So, if you’ve been using single inverted commas, put any further quoted material 

within double ones (and vice versa). For example: 

 

She still sounds amazed when she says: ‘We were turned down because we represented “too small a minority 

of the population”. People could say that kind of thing back then.’  
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Semicolons (Part 1)

 

A semicolon is normally used to connect two independent yet closely related statements that are not already 

joined by a conjunction (such as ‘and’, ‘but’ or ‘because’). For example: 

 

“Julia couldn’t sleep last night; she had too much on her mind.” 

 

“Twelve workers started the project; only five now remain.” 

 

They are also used to separate items in a complex list, particularly when commas are already being used. For 

example: 

 

“I have a brother in Edinburgh, Scotland; a sister in Perth, Australia; and an uncle in Dubai, UAE.” 

 

Task A 

 

Add one semicolon to each of the following sentences. 

 

1) She walked for days on end her body was tired and broken. 
 

2) He hunted wild boar and deer in the forest he collected berries and apples from the orchard. 
 

3) They said it would only come out at night that it would howl at the moon and roll in the mud. 
 

4) In the mornings, she swam in the sea and ate breakfast on the beach in the evenings, she talked with the 

locals and danced in a nightclub. 
 

5) New Orleans suffered the worst of the hurricane it tore through the streets and toppled the buildings. 
 

6) He knew the arrangement like the back of his hand each second had been carefully planned. 
 

7) The car was perfect in every way it had leather seats, air-conditioning and the best set of wheels in town. 
 

8) The Night Shadows were experts in their field lethal assassins with hearts of stone and a taste for revenge. 

 

Task B 

 

Add semi-colons to the following complex lists. The number required in each one is given in brackets. 
 

9) I travelled to Cambridge, England Tijuana, Mexico and Paris, France. (2) 
 

10)   Barry scored 70 points Marcia, 60 and Sam, 40. (2) 
 

11)   The first cat was small and malnourished the second was lazy and over-fed the third made an incessant 

whining sound and the fourth lay on its back as if sunbathing in paradise. (3) 
 

12)   To play the piano well, you need: a strong pair of hands the ability to read music plenty of practice and 

self-discipline and a passion for performance. (3) 
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Semicolons (Part 2)

 

Add semicolons to the following sentences. The number required in each one is given in brackets. 

 

1) Summer has finally arrived let’s head down to the beach. (1) 

 

2) He gazed at the painting something about it had changed overnight. (1) 

 

3) The five-thirty train was cancelled the next one wasn’t due for another hour. (1) 

 

4) Now he was running late Jenny would be terribly worried. (1) 

 

5) A huge, dark creature leapt from the trees an awful predator thirsty for blood. (1) 

 

6) Craig joined the Airforce Darren joined the Marines. (1) 

 

7) Call me tomorrow I’ll give you my answer then. (1) 

 

8) We visited Pago Pago, Western Samoa Sao Paulo, Brazil and Shanghai, China. (2) 

 

9) Her favourite players are Steve Young, a striker for West Town Jason Buck, a defender for King’s Hill and 

Mike Barnes, a goalkeeper for Green Vale. (2) 

 

10)   Our visitors today have come from Boise, Idaho Los Angeles, California and Nashville, Tennessee. (2) 

 

11)   Neither of us spoke we merely waited to see what would happen. (1) 

 

12)   Four objects lay on the desk: a large, leather book with the title ‘Theories on the Universe’ a spiral-bound 

notepad full of confusing scribbles and some remarkable sketches a glass vase containing flowers 

(probably picked by the River Luce) and a fine, Swiss-made fountain pen worth at least £500. (3) 
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Semicolons (Part 3)

 

Read through the following extracts and add semicolons to them. The number required in each one is given in 

brackets. You do not need to add anything else. Also, be aware that you would not normally use so many 

semicolons in one paragraph! 

 

‘The End is Nigh’ 

 

The sky grew dark over Smallville something awful was brewing and the weather was like 

a sign, warning of impending doom. Storm clouds gathered like angry gods heavy rain 

began to lash the streets below distant thunder rolled like drums of war and lightning 

struck the old church with a piercing crack. Jane sprinted through the empty streets her 

heart and mind raced at the thought of never seeing Luke again. Within minutes she 

reached his house the lights were on but his car was nowhere to be seen. She thumped on the door and pushed 

the bell continuously panic and fear had begun to seize her. No one answered no sound or movement stirred 

within. ‘Where could he be?’ she asked herself desperately. ‘It’s just like he said it would be Smallville is about to 

be destroyed!’ (9) 

            

‘The Life of Lois Price’ 

 

Lois Price was a wealthy lady her father’s legacy had made sure of that. She was the vainest 

creature on Earth being seen in the right places by the right people was her only concern. 

She had barely lifted a finger her whole life a huge personal fortune meant she could employ 

anyone to do anything. She had never made a cup of tea or picked flowers in the garden 

never groomed her own horse or written Christmas cards to relatives. However, although 

she seemed to know everyone, she was actually very lonely many nights she had woken in floods of tears, longing 

for her childhood love, Sir Thomas Cumberton. It had been a terrible day when young Thomas moved away with his 

family, fifteen years before. Little did Miss Price know that he would soon return to her soon mend her broken 

heart and restore their dream of life together. (6) 

 

‘My Life as a Stuntman’ 

 

People always told me I’d die young. They did so as if I had never considered the 

possibility as if they were incredibly wise and the first to warn me. Needless to say, it 

got pretty tiring. I never asked for others’ opinions they just felt at liberty to speak their 

minds because I was unusual. They would tell me I was daft or had a screw loose I 

would tell them they were boring and far too ‘safe’. They said I didn’t value my life, but 

it seemed to me that many of them weren’t really living their own. Maybe I reminded 

them of that. I’m nearly eighty years-old now and have no regrets. The four highlights of my career are still 

unbeaten: jumping over twenty-two cars on a Harley Davidson crossing Spider Canyon in a steam-powered rocket 

swimming two lengths of a 50-metre shark-infested pool unharmed and scaling the Burj Khalifa, the world’s tallest 

building, without ropes or a safety harness. I’ve lived life to the full, to the ‘max’ now I will happily die empty. In 

other words, I’ve got everything out of my system. Was I scared when I performed the stunts? Of course. But with 

all the courage I could muster, I would stare Death in the face and laugh I would look him straight in the eyes and 

give him a wink, just to get on his nerves. (8)  
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Complete & Incomplete Sentences (Part 1)

 

A complete sentence always contains a subject and a verb, and expresses a complete thought or piece of 

information. 

 

 Mum always puts herbs in her sauces.  This is complete. 

 Puts herbs in her sauces.    This is incomplete (and also known as a ‘fragment’). 

 

Writers normally use a mix of complete and incomplete sentences, but the fragments only make sense in context. 

However, students sometimes use incomplete sentences and they still don’t make sense in context. 

 

Task A 

 

Look at the sentences below. Write ‘C’ next to those that are complete and ‘I’ next to those that are incomplete.  

 

1) The villagers gave him a hero’s welcome. 
 

2) Birds’ eggs come in a range of colours and sizes. 
 

3) A funny noise. 
 

4) Deciduous trees lose their leaves in winter. 
 

5) Waiting outside in a van. 
 

6) Whales are not actually a type of fish. 
 

7) Like a swarm of gnats by a lake on a hot day. 
 

8) It’s a wonderful thing you’ve done for Grandma.  
 

9) Only if you tell me what Abeo was doing here yesterday. 
 

10)   Five big stone blocks. 
 

11)   Socrates believed that, to solve a problem, it had to be broken down into questions. 
 

12)   The couple walked to a nearby shop. 
 

13)   Heard Lily knocking at the door. 
 

14)   A soft voice called out. 
 

15)   Eyes full of anger and jealousy, staring through the window. 
 

16)   A good recipe in the book. 
 

17)   Jude read ‘Moby Dick’ in only four days! 
 

18)   Maybe; maybe not. 
 

19)   To make everyone see her point of view? 
 

20)   The English Civil War lasted nine years. 

 

Task B 

 

Turn each incomplete sentence into a complete one (hint: there are ten). 
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Complete & Incomplete Sentences (Part 2)

 

Task A 

 

Look at the sentences below. Write ‘C’ next to those that are complete and ‘I’ next to those that are incomplete.  

 

1) I didn’t know that.  
 

2) Without beating the world record.  
 

3) “Ahhh,” yawned Shu. “I’m so tired.”  
 

4) The thunder scared us all.  
 

5) The guards outside the palace.  
 

6) Until two-thirty in the morning! 
 

7) We stood very still.  
 

8) Didn’t have a care in the world.  
 

9) What time is she arriving?  
 

10)   Clive and his best friend Lee.  

 

Task B 

 

Turn each incomplete sentence into a complete one (hint: there are five). 

 

Task C 

 

Read the short story below. Some its sentences are complete; some are incomplete. Re-write the piece in the space provided, 

correcting the fragments as you go along.  

 

Yesterday when we stepped off the bus. Sandy and I saw a toad hopping in the grass nearby. Yelled and screamed when she 

saw it. She hates reptiles, but I love them. Picked up the toad. Looked closely at it. Dry, bumpy skin and bulging eyes. Sandy 

was disgusted. Thought she would be sick and walked. I put the creature in my bag and made my own way home. To show my 

younger brother, but he wasn’t back from school. My bag on the sofa in the lounge and went upstairs. I forgot, then my 

mother came home and opened my bag to see what homework. The toad hopped and began jumping. My mother screamed 

loudly and I raced downstairs. She looked at me in horror and asked: “What on earth was this ‘thing’ doing in your bag?! It 

scared the life out of me!” Red with embarrassment. “I’m so sorry!” I replied.  
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Complete & Incomplete Sentences (Part 3)

 

Read through the extracts below and identify the types of sentences in each one. For example: 

 

1) The scene was filled with beauty. With the sun’s rays warming the earth and leaves fluttering in the breeze. 
 

__________________________/ ____________________________________________________________ 

 

2) He talked for an hour without looking up from his notes. He didn’t encourage questions either. 
 

_____________________________________________/_______________________________ 

 

3) Within each group, a wide range of features to choose from. It was difficult to distinguish between them. 
 

________________________________________________/ ____________________________________ 

 

4) A few of my more relaxed colleagues would go to the pub for a beer. After this, they were ready for anything. 
 

_______________________________________________________/ _________________________________ 

 

5) It’s embarrassing when that happens. When you’re on a first date. You want to feel in control of yourself. 
 

______________________________/______________________/________________________________  

 

6) Every thirteen year-old boy takes part in the hunt. To prove to himself and his parents that he has become a man. 
 

________________________________________/____________________________________________________ 

 

7) Then let us in. Not realizing we would never step foot in that house again. 
 

___________/________________________________________________ 

 

8)    I find myself reminiscing about holidays as a child. Special memories come flooding back and make me smile. 
 

_________________________________________/_______________________________________________ 

 

9)    Quickly making up his mind. Jim ordered a dozen red roses for his wife. Hoping she would accept his apology. 
 

   ______________________/__________________________________/_______________________________ 

 

10)    They were all having a good time until one of Tara’s oldest and best friends. She had had a bit too much to drink. 
 

   ____________________________________________________________/_______________________________ 

 

11)    The small, one-story houses are all the same size and style. With no difference except their colours. 
 

   _______________________________________________/_________________________________ 

 

12)    Being a sensitive person. Watching the horror film was not a good idea. 
 

   ___________________/______________________________________ 

Then I attended Morris Primary School. A place that no one wanted to send their children to. 

 

_______________________________/ ____________________________________________ 
complete incomplete 
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Common Grammar Errors (Part 1)

 

Grammar is about having the right words in the right places. Read through the sentences below and correct 

the grammar error in each one.  

 

Task 1 

 

1) Them shoes are really nice. 
 

2) We wasn’t allowed to go to the party. 
 

3) Me and Lucy went to the fairground. 
 

4) You’ve took all of my best CDs from my room. 
 

5) I didn’t say nothing about your haircut. 
 

6) My brother don’t like rollercoasters. 
 

7) I would of given you some cake if I’d known you were hungry. 
 

8) I’m not speaking to nobody in this class. 
 

9) I should have went to college yesterday. 
 

10)   Every woman should have their own jewellery. 

 

Task 2 

 

11)   There is lots of people in Kettering today. 
 

12)   Where are the instructions what came with it? 
  

13)   I done a marathon back in June. 
 

14)   I simply don’t believe him no more. 
 

15)   Paul has came round for a cup of tea. 
 

16)   She crept up behind him and give him a shock. 
 

17)   This cars are blocking the road. 
 

18)   We was hoping to play football in the park, but then it rained. 
 

19)   I keep tools in my van until it got broken into. 
 

20)   We never go nowhere in winter. 
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Task 3  

 

Read through the account below. It is full of grammar errors (19 in total). Correct these errors and then write 

out the piece neatly and accurately. 

 

Last summer I gone on holiday with my aunt, uncle and cousin Tracy. We stayed in a villa on one of them 

islands between Greece and Turkey. We was there for two weeks, but it feel much longer. (4)  

 

Personally, I find the weather far to hot. I must of drink a thousand litres of water. I also spend a lot of time in 

the swimming pool; we had are own one right next to the villa. (6) 

 

Some nights, Uncle Brian cook on the barbecue; other times we went down a local restaurant where they 

serve lots of different seafood. One time, me and Tracy was so hungry we tried squid. It really weren’t that 

bad. (5) 

 

My favourite moment were when Aunt Cathy perform some of her card tricks. We was so puzzled by them, 

but she wouldn’t show us how she done them! (4) 
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Common Grammar Errors (Part 2)

 

Grammar is about having the right words in the right places. Read through the sentences below and correct 

the grammar error in each one.  

 

Task 1 

 

1) I would really like apart in the school play, Miss. 
 

2) Avi has injured his foot, so he can’t walk very good. 
 

3) The pasta what you had was very tasty. 
 

4) Many people spend their life avoiding the big questions. 
 

5) Was you scared before going on the rollercoaster? 
 

6) The ride made me dizzy and I had to lay down. 
 

7) I should of reported the incident to the police. 
 

8) Gunta done an excellent job on her homework. 
 

9) This cold weather don’t really bother me. 
 

10)   The spicy food had a bad affect on my stomach. 
 

11)   There are less people in the park today than yesterday. 

 

Task 2 

 

12)   I really need some advise on how to get out of debt. 
 

13)   I would never of thought she’d behave like that. 
 

14)   The government are passing a new law to prevent online fraud. 
 

15)   Please don’t loose your train ticket like you did last time! 
 

16)   If you’re bored, you can come to the cinema with John and I.  
 

17)   The man which served you yesterday is not here today. 
 

18)   The use of calculators are forbidden in the exam. 
 

19)   We went to the beach because it were such a nice day. 
 

20)   Smoking or drinking during pregnancy can effect the baby’s health.  
 

21)   I’ve wrote a long list of things I need for the party.  
 

22)   There are lots of things for sale at the shop, like milk, bread, eggs and apples. 
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Task 3 
 

Read through the account below. It is full of grammar errors (29 in total). Correct these errors and then write out 

the piece neatly and accurately. 
 

About a week before, me and some friends was walking along Abington Street when we come across a £50 note on 

the floor. We was so surprised by our discovery and wasn’t sure if to keep it or hand it in to the police. (8) 
 

Our parents had always give us pocket money, but never this much! Eventually we agreed to spend it on us. Their 

was four of us, so each got £12.50. (5) 
 

After we changed the note into coins (using one of them coin machines), me and Emmy went to HMV and both 

brought the new XYZ album. Them boys are making good music for a while now. It were getting close to 1pm and 

both of us was hungry, so we spend the rest of are money on fish an chips. (10) 
 

I still wandered if we should of handed the money in, but Emmy told me to stop worrying. I soon forget about it, 

but when I returned home, I hear my older brother tell my mum that he have lost £50 in the high street earlier this 

day! (6) 
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Common Grammar Errors (Part 3)

 

Grammar is about having the right words in the right places. Read through the sentences below and correct 

the grammar error in each one.  

 

Task 1 

 

1) Leila has sent us an invite to her party in June. 
 

2) I would have forgave you if you had said sorry. 
 

3) Aaron, Rupal and myself will be on duty tomorrow. 
 

4) I was surprised by the amount of people at our local fireworks display this year. 
 

5) Don’t never forget what I’m about to tell you. 
 

6) This paperweight is more heavier than it looks. 
 

7) I can’t think of nothing to say at Tariq’s wedding.  
 

8) If you worked harder, you will earn more money. 
 

9) If you work harder, you would earn more money. 
 

10)   If I were a millionaire, I will not work at all. 

 

Task 2 

 

11)   Neither the boys or the girls enjoyed Mrs Salt’s cookery class. 
 

12)   Sorry I lost your CD; I will try and find it.  
 

13)   I thought you was joking when you said you had bought a new car! 
 

14)   To who is the letter addressed? 
 

15)   Before she came to England, Anya has never tried tea with milk. 
 

16)   The concert tickets are selling quickly; there aren’t much left.  
 

17)   My children doesn’t like broccoli or cauliflower.  
 

18)   I have no clue what the answer is. 
 

19)   She drunk a cup of coffee and then couldn’t sleep. 
 

20)   Person A: Those cars are unreliable; they always break down.  /  Person B: Is it? 
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Task 3 

 

Read through the account below. It is full of grammar errors (28 in total). Correct these errors and then write 

out the piece neatly and accurately. 

 

Using a mobile phone despite driving is very dangerous. A new study by the University of Manchester had 

found that a person talking or texting by there phone while driving is four times more likely to have the 

accident. The researchers study 700 drivers, each of who have experience an accident while distracted at a 

phone. The majority of those accidents occurred since the driver was angered or upset through a phone call or 

text massage and then lose concentration. (15)  

 

Much people do not even realise that using the mobile phone while driving was illegal. According to 

www.gov.uk, it is illegal to use a hand-hold phone or similar device while driving or riding any kind of vehicle. 

The rules were the same when you are waiting by traffic lights or cueing in traffic. If court, you can receive six 

penalty points on your license and a fine of £200. If you’re case goes to caught, you might be disqualify from 

driving (or riding) and receive a maximum fine of £1,000. Drivers of buses or trucks can be receiving a 

maximum fine of £2,500. (13) 

 

 

http://www.gov.uk/
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Correction Exercise: ‘Dolphin Island’

 

Read through the description of an island below. It is full of spelling and grammar errors and 

has almost no punctuation. Correct these errors and then write out the piece neatly and 

accurately. 

 

the ilsand is rouhgly five miles long and three mile wide if you clime to the top of skull montain 

and look out you will saw it have the shape of a fish it look like a dolfin laying on its side with 

its tail pionting to the east (sunrise) and its nose pionting to the west (sunset) there is also 

sevaral large jaged cliffs that extand into the sea and look like its fins this features explian why 

poeple call it dolfin isalnd   

 

the entyre illand is claoked with thick grean vegatation that run all the way down to the shore 

a beech of white velevty sand cover the entyre perimater lined by shrubery and cocanut trees 

skull mounitan true does look like a skull with two huge dark holes for eye that from a cave 

where bats and other craetures slept by day at night they came out in serch of food but 

finding the good mael on such a small ilasnd can sumtimes is difficult 
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Correction Exercise: ‘Communications Past & Present’

 

The extract below is full of spelling and grammar errors and has no punctuation. Correct these 

errors and then write out the piece neatly and accurately.   

 

with the invension of personal computer and internet a new age in comunications begin in the 

twentith century now people could communicate fastest than never before writting editing 

and snoring informatoin has became quick and easy it was no long neccesary to write draft 

after draft when change can be made so easy using a word processer program messeges now 

be sent in no time to any where in this world without adressing envalopes or licking stamp 

 

plenty of centuries ago around the year 1450 a simliar revalution in communications occured 

in germany when johannes gutenberg invent the printing press however gutenberg was not a 

first person to use printing to copy a peace of writing printing was all ready taking place in 

china were clay was use to print orientall characters small items such as posters and fliers 

where already being printed in europe using the woodblock method books and other largest 

works how ever where still being copy with hand in addision they where usaully only produced 

in latin and only the most education people can read them gutenbergs pritning press change 

all off these 
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Correction Exercise: ‘Hibernation’

 

The extract below is full of spelling and grammar errors and has no punctuation. Correct these errors and 

then write out the piece neatly and accurately.   

 

hibernation inables certan animals in northern hemisphear the half off earth that is north of the equater 

to survive long cold winters hibrenation is like a very deep sleep that allow animals to save there energy 

when there is little or no food avalaible the body of a true hibernater go thru sevaral changes as the 

animal hibernaetes its body temprature drop and its heart rate slow for example a hibernating 

woodchucks body temprature droops by more than 30 degrees Celsius and its hart rate slows from 80 too 

four beats per miniute other true hibernators include the jumping mice little brown bat easten chipmunk 

and several type off squirell 

 

other animals such as a skunk and racoon is not consider true hibernaters because they wake up at the 

winter to feed and there body funcsions do not change as much the term dormancy or light sleeping is 

used to describe their behavior the larger animals to hibernate are bares there heart rate may slow down 

from a usual 40 to 50 beats per minite to eight to 12 beats per minute but their body temparture changes 

very little so they able to wake up quick 

 

hibernating anmials have a special substanse in there blood called the hibernaton inducement trigger or 

hit this substanse became active in the autumm when days become cooler and shorter when hit becomes 

active the animals start prepping for winter some of those store food so they could eat when they awake 

and some eat loads in late summer and early autumn to add extra fat to their bodys this fat kept them 

warmer and acts as a sauce of enargy while they are sleeping some animals also make changes to theyre 

dens by adding leafs and grass to make them as warm as possible 
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Correction Exercise: ‘Competition to Win a Free Meal Out’

 

Read through the competition entry below. It is full of spelling and grammar errors and has 

no punctuation. Correct these errors and then write out the piece neatly and accurately. 

 

i woud love to win a free meel at el mirage because the restraunt got a oustanding 

reputaiton and i has heard alot about its orthentic middle east cusine and excellant 

costumer servise me and my frend would really like to eat their on the friday nite so we can 

see the belly dancers preform and enjoy a glass off champaign without having to worry 

about work the after day i particuarly want to try the grill lam kebab which my uncle highly 

reccomends i wont eat nothing all day so i can induldge in the full five corse experiance  

 

i also here that the resturant have a open kichen so custumers can see the cheffs at work 

and this food being prepeared these give me the impresion that you has nothing to hide 

and want youre gests to see that you use only those finist ingrediants the smell off all that 

cooking must is wonderful to  

 

a persons revue on trip adviser said el mirage had a great vareity of dish is to chose from 

and they is very reasonbly price their are plenty of vegaterian optons and the portons are 

large the staff are as well polite and frendly and the homeade hummus is out of the wold 

needless to say these are why i would like to eat with el mirage for free 
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Correction Exercise: ‘Becoming a Real Life Superhero’

 

Read through the account below. It is full of spelling and grammar errors and has no 
punctuation. Correct these errors and then write out the piece neatly and accurately. 
 
it all start two yaers ago when i am walking through town late by nite i was on my way home 
once watching the dark kinght at the cinima i were lost in thougth of the film when suddently i 
was confrontd by a young men with the kniffe he told me to hand across my phone and my 
walet and then try to grab me but i duck out of the way and manged to ecsape  
 
hid in a dark ally near i remember my hero batman how should he respond to a situtation like 
this i asked myself i feel i needed to do something rather than just walked away 
 
carefuly and quitely i stayed hid in the shaddows as i serched for the man which has just tried 
to mug me then i spoted him threatning the homless person he were behaving very agressive 
waving his knife in a persons face  
 
i took a deep breathe run out of the darkness and kung fu kicked the bully write at the back 
then he colapsed into the gound crying out of pain i tell him i neither wanted to see him 
troubleing people on the streets of northampton again terified he shaky agreed be for getting 
up and limping a way  
 
the homless person were deeply greatful for my interventon and thankfuly werent hurt i feel 

strong and empowerd for putting the stop to this muggers actons that night i become the 

urban shaddow 
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Correction Exercise: ‘Attack of the Blob’

 

Read through the email below. It is full of spelling and grammar errors and has no punctuation. Correct 

these errors and then write out the piece neatly and accurately.   

 

dear tina 

 

things had been very stange at school resently last week the caretaker was find dead with hes head stuck 

down a toliet the police suspectd murder and called up a dectective to invesitgate rumors spred that billy 

turner that bully in year 9 having lost his mind and turned on the eldely men as he were wipping the floor  

 

billys pe teacher however say he was playing football at this time approximatley 3pm anyway there were 

no evedence to suggest that was him the caretacker was acutally covered in green slime so unless billy 

sneeze it cant of been him  

 

aparrently the slim was took to the sience department where it is anaylsed under a mycroscope mr dixon 

said it contained deadly alien backtearia and adviced the headmaster to evacaute the school immediatley 

everyone paniced and rush out of the buidling like a heard of elephents then the slime suddenly grow into 

a giant blob and eat the sience teachers in the matter of seconds  

 

as the blob start eating everything in the path the army is called in to try and stop it the craeture put in a 

good fight but next seems to run out of enegy in that moment a huge bomber flew above it and droppd 

tons of salt at it which made this monster fizzle and frazzle and then evenutally melt a professer called 

arthur brain has the idea to do that when he remebered that slugs react in a same way still i wish we 

should do the same thing of billy turner 

 

youre good frend 

 

matthew 
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Correction Exercise: ‘Fishing’, ‘When It Snowed’ & ‘Like Romeo & Jools’

 

The three extracts below are full of spelling and grammar errors and have almost no 

punctuation. Correct these errors and then write out the piece neatly and accurately.   

 

Fishing 

 

i love fishin in the midle of summer i can sit by the riva all day and wait for somefing to pull on 

the line sometimes i doze off and then woke up hours later to find ive droppd my rode in the 

water by that time its normaly drifted downstreem or bin attackd by hungary ducks i have to 

take my shoos off and jump in to rescue it as if im savin sum ones life I no that sounds silly but 

like i sed i love fishng and I couldnt live without me rod 

 

When It Snowed 

 

wen it snowd we all ran out of are houses and into the street for once the wether man were 

write its funny how you can get so hot running around even through its frezing we had the 

change to through a snowball at that grumpy old women from No.5 wot a laugh we got a 

surprise wen she hurled wun back but it made us happy to realise she still had sum fun left in 

her dad tryd to take some photos of the event i cant weight to see them if their clear enough 

ill put one threw the womans door later i ad a hot bath and supper theres realy nothin like a 

bowl of tomato soop when the temprture drops mum is a great cook and keeps us well fed I 

like her cakes as well after dinner we wached some people walking about outside from the 

upstares window they were skidin and slidin about on the snow as soon as they saw us they 

peltd snowball at the window gary decide it was time for war and get his big water gun out 

from the cubbed he filled it up in the barfroom then drenched the people below they certinly 

didnt acspect that but they was askin for it 

 

Like Romeo & Jools 

 

breathles completly brethless that is how i felt wen I first sor lucy she just appeered from out 

of knowhere and i fought it was seein an angel thats the fing about love isnt it always takes 

you by surprise you can spent years looking for it but nothing comes alone and then as soon as 

you stop looking it turns up on yer doorstop but if like me you share this idear it make things 

difficult coz its hard not to look for sumfing you really want you mite disgree but when lucy 

walkd into my life I knew it was ment to be like romeo and is gorgous girl jools or juliet I should 

say dont get me rong we have are ups an downs but at the end of the day were write for each 

uva well be togeva for the rest of are lifes 
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Correction Exercise: ‘What Makes a Good Band Manager?’

 

Read through the magazine article below. It is full of spelling errors and missing both punctuation and capital letters. 

Correct these errors and then write out the piece neatly and accurately.   

 

Part 1 

 

what makes a good band manager 

 

a band manager is the public reprsenetative of a band ie a music group he or she must have excellent comunication and 

networking skills they must be able to mantain a trusting relatoinship with a band and have the confidance to know 

when to take control and make decisons and when to step back and let the group work out its song arangements and 

musical direction independantly 

 

if you want to be a band manager you must be organised excellant with people and have a good understanding of the 

music industry crucialy you need to persaude people to part with their hard earnd money and come to see your band 

play live using all the techinques you can come up with including tried and tested methods such as flyers and posters 

social media is also esential for prmoting the group and its perfromances 

 

argaubly the most important and intresting aspect of your job is to negotiete all the relavant contracts with the various 

parts of the music industry from merchendising deals and recording contracts to venue contracts and publicity rights 

dont ignore your bands right to conitrbute to these negotaitions as it has a right to be invovled in the biusness side of 

things as well 

 

Part 2 

 

any advertsing for an upcoming tour should generate more than enough ticket sales to cover the cost of the advertising 

itself you need to consider if it is financialy viable to use tv internet or radio advertising for any planned tour however if 

your band is only booked to play at small venues the number of tickets you can sell is limited the most profitble way to 

advertise your band may not be through tv or radio but online or in magazines or using a targetted email to your fan 

base all of these decisions will be down to the band manager you must be able to cope well under presure when 

someone loses their cool and you have to make sure you dont lose yours it is your job to keep calm and put out the fires 

that other people start 

 

Part 3 

 

resaerch the area of the music buisness you want to enter and identify the key 

influencers from the big promoters and brodcasters to record company execuitves 

once you have done this go out and grab their atention and command their respect 

having an influential network is really important so always be profesional but 

friendly and appraochable to create and maintain new contacts sucess in the music 

industry relies more on who you know than what you know the conections you 

make as a band manager will help your band to suceed also if the band falls apart 

your career as a manager will not be over if you have succesfully built up a network 

of influentiel contacts 

 

the music buisness is a great industry to work in but to be a manager requires drive 

determinaiton and a pasion for music  
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Correction Exercise: ‘Record Rainfall on Northampton Fun Day’

 

Read through the newspaper report below. It is full of spelling errors and has almost no punctuation. Correct these 

errors and then write out the piece neatly and accurately.    

 

Part 1 

 

record rainfall on northampton fun day 

 

monday 26th august 2009 

 

by regan dodds 

 

rain was the main visitor to go greens fundrasing event at abington park on saturday but organisers and visitors did 

not let the whether dampen their enthusasm i for one had a great day and judging from all the smiles around so 

did everyone else 

 

paintballing rock climbing lessons and a concert by local band raw message were just some of the activties lined up 

that had to be canceled due to problems with access to the main fields the park entrence and fields became 

increasingly waterlogged and inacesible to veihcles so esential equipment such as the climbing wall could not be 

asembled  

 

Part 2 

 

not that this detered the go green staff or their visitors many events did go ahead while others such as mud 

wrestling in fancy dress were improvsed on the day (with costomes rapidly fashioned from bin liners and sticky 

tape) paintballing originaly one of the most anticapted atractions was sucessfully replaced with welly boot 

throwing one amused volunteer amber mcalroy told the chronicle and echo it was brilliant this young girl threw the 

rubber boot so far it nearly hit the mayor 

 

dog owners were encuoraged to join the altarnative wet crufts competetion although judges were obliged to 

award first prize a packet of dog treats to one of only two contestents gilly the labrador who took second place 

refused to muddy her paws by walking up and down the small enclosure 

 

Part 3 

 

enthusaistic volunters even organised a tug of war competetion on the spur of the 

moment sadiq baral a local student commented the atmsophere was great i was on the 

winning team in the tug of war and got completly covered in mud but it was all part of 

the fun my girlfriend thought i was mad it turned what was a potentiel wash out into 

really enjoyible eventful day 

 

go green coordinater tessa davies said everyone has pulled together to make this rainy 

day a success there were plenty of activitys to keep everybody happy and we still 

maneged to raise £500 the tombola kept turning the hosre and cart kept all the kids 

moving and the rain made the burgers and teas taste better            
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Correction Exercise: ‘My First Visit to Singapore’

 

Read through the account below. It is full of grammar errors. Correct these errors and then write out the piece 

neatly and accurately. 

 

My first visit to Singapore was visit to remember. I go there with my friends Eddy to attend conference. We 

arrived lately to Harbour Front because we did not got earlier fly. Upon arriving, we very confusing and 

nervous because there were no ones to pick up us. Later we obtain some information of how could we get to 

Expo where the conference was being. We was told to take the Mass Rapid Transit (MRT), but problem was 

that it was the first time we go to Singapore and we didn’t really know what to expect.  

 

We walked out of Harbour Front like two silly guy with suitcase. We have no idea where could we find the 

MRT station. Luckily, I saw security guard and ask them where would we find the nearest MRT. I am quite 

shocked because he speak very fastly. I hardly catch a single word. Honestly, I do not really understand what 

did he say. I just look to his gestures when he pointed the way we need to go. 

 

We finally manage to find the MRT station after we ask some more peoples, but the adventure had not finish 

yet. When we enter station, we didn’t know to do. It were very crowded. After observing what people do, we 

began to understand the way it works. First, we went to ticket machine, insert some money and get two one-

way tickets. Next, we saw the map posting on the wall and tried to understand them. Then we tap the 

electronic ticket and walked into the platform area. Finally our MRT comes and we take them to the Expo 

station. 

 

I would loved to say that is the end of story, but is not. The real problem occur when we want to exit Expo 

station. We tap the cards, but we could not passed the gate. I tapped it again, but it didn’t worked. My friend 

saw a small side doors and immediately walk in it. Suddenly a officer appears and calls my friends. We were 

shocked, embarrassing and afraid of. I nervous explained to hers what has happened. Then she explains the 

problem to we. She tells us that amount of money in our cards were not enough, so we had to pays some 

more so to pass a gate. We paid the money and tapped our card again. Before leaving, I tell officer: “Sorry, it is 

the first time.” She smiles and replies: “It’s okay.” 

 

Finally we get to Expo where the conference going on. We felt so relief when we meet our friends there. We 

told him about our incident and he bursted out laughter when he hears the story. I often smiled when I 

remember incident. I will probably always remembers what happen that day. 

 

 


